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Boynton's Greatest Hits Cube box set including 8 Board Books: Includes the classics Moo, Baa, La La, La!, A to Z,
Opposites, But not the Hippopotamus, Doggies, Blue Hat, Green Hat, The Going to Bed Book, and Horns to Toes
Introduces parents to New York baby culture and provides advice, tips, and up-to-date information on local doctors,
parenting classes, and maternity and children's stores.
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
The market-leading text for the Elementary School Music Methods course, INTEGRATING MUSIC INTO THE
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM was the first to emphasize the theme of integrating music throughout the school day.
Anderson and Lawrence show future educators how to make music an effective part of the entire elementary curriculum.
The text introduces songs, instruments, sources of age-appropriate music, and methods of making music in a
multicultural environment -- making it perfect for students with no prior knowledge of music fundamentals. With easy
techniques for teaching young children how to sing, play instruments, move to music, create music, listen to music, and
understand music, this text relates music to all subject areas. Notably, the authors provide sample lesson plans for
kindergarten through sixth grade, along with more than 150 songs from different cultures and historical periods. Available
with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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A counting (and barking ) board book featuring funny rhymes about dogs.
A guide to 12,000 titles cataloged under 700 subjects and indexed by author, title, and illustrator.
En este libro ilustrado para niños, se puede contar de uno a diez perros.
Presents full-text literary criticism on writers and illustrators for children and young adults. Critical essays are selected
from leading sources, including published journals, magazines, books, monographs, reviews, and scholarly papers.
Highlights baby books, preschool and picture books, poetry and anthologies, early readers, fiction, special needs, award
winners, and titles appropriate for toddlers. A section on how to use the internet to look for children's books is also
included.
This is a guide to developing, promoting and co-ordinating self-sustaining community-based family literacy program's
within the library framework. It demonstrates and explains how to marshall support for your program, to assess your
communities needs, and how to obtain funds and support.
Count—and bark—with a fun pack of pups in this Sandra Boynton classic. Serious silliness for all ages. Artist Sandra
Boynton is back and better than ever with completely redrawn versions of her multi-million selling board books. These
whimsical and hilarious books, featuring nontraditional texts and her famous animal characters, have been printed on
thick board pages, and are sure to educate and entertain children of all ages.
An unobservant zookeeper is followed home by all the animals he thinks he has left behind in the zoo.
Simplified Chinese edition of A Christmas Wish for Corduroy
These four favorite board books from beloved and bestselling Sandra Boynton are now available in one hilarious set! The Big Blue Box
includes: Moo, Baa, La La La! A to Z Doggies Blue Hat, Green Hat It’s a perfect collection for terrific little kids.
Simplified Chinese edition of The Runaway Bunny - a Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd classic parents everywhere read to their
children, reassuring that no matter what they do, a mother's love is always constant.
Perritos (Doggies)Un libro para contar y ladrarLibros Para Ninos
????????????????????????????????????????????
Based upon materials used by this experienced children's library and university instructor, this is a vital and essential how to for doing
storytimes. Crash Course in Storytime Fundamentals is a vital and essential how to. It is perfect for anyone who is asked to do storytime, but
has never been trained-or for anyone who simply needs a new idea. The book is based upon materials designed for and used during an all
day workshop, Storytime Fundamentals offered by this veteran children's librarian.
A biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields including poetry, fiction and nonfiction, journalism, drama, television and
movies. Information is provided by the authors themselves or drawn from published interviews, feature stories, book reviews and other
materials provided by the authors/publishers.
Series covers individuals ranging from established award winners to authors and illustrators who are just beginning their careers. Entries
cover: personal life, career, writings and works in progress, adaptations, additional sources, and photographs.
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Mel Fell]. Sometimes, before you want to fly high, high, super high, you have to learn to fall down, fall down,
and keep falling down. Before the dream takes off, do you have the courage not to be afraid of falling? One day, when his mother was not at
home, Kingfisher Cui Cui decided to start learning to fly! Even if she was scared, Cui Cui didn't let fear hinder her determination to learn to fly.
Behold! Cui Cui jumped up from the branch, turned somersaults in the air, and spread her wings. Unexpectedly, Cui Cui... fell! On the way to
the fall, the animal residents on the tree tried to catch Cui Cui one after another.
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Children are those most often bitten by dogs and 80% of such bites come from the family dog, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Help your dog and your baby become friends. Happy Kids, Happy Dogs offers practical, easy-tofollow dog training tips presented according to your child's developmental stages, from infancy to the teenage years.
Recommended by the prenatal instructors at Duke University Health System and University of North Carolina Women's Hospital.
Unfailingly logical in its presentation of ideas, with clear explanations and step-by-step training instructions... --The Bark magazine
Partial profits from sales of Happy Kids, Happy Dogs go to non-profit groups that help at-risk youth and shelter dogs. For more
information, visit www.topnotchdog.com.
Presents an introduction to the alphabet, with different animals representing each letter.
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